Manifestation
Hello from Rev. Tiger at Church of the Angels. Manifestation is a great
topic for Easter! It was not planned; it just happened this way. For those of
you who are Christian Happy Easter. For our Jewish Members I wish you a
Joyous Passover. Whatever extended religion we might observe I wish us all
bright new beginnings and a healthy Spring... Let's "Manifest"!
When I first returned to northeast Ohio in 2000, I bought a condo in my
old suburban childhood neighborhood because I knew it was close to all the
freeways and I had not yet secured a job. Every day I longed for the fresh air
and open spaces I had grown accustomed to in Connecticut for twenty
years. Three years later I was living in the country > manifestation.
A few years after that my great paying regular job was phased out, so I was
forced to move from where I was living and also renting space for my
Millennium Wellness Center. It was also the location where the Church I
grew up with had returned to me and moved in on Sundays. Rev. Cindy
quickly found the building Church occupies at present. We truly love the
beautiful big airy "Assembly" room we now occupy > group manifestation.
As the Church moved our Congregation helped me move my belongings
into storage as I was determined to reopen my wellness center. My second
Wellness Center, Health & Spirit, opened in Burton the following year with
plenty of help - in partnership with Rev. Jenni and Rev. Sharon > Joint
manifestation.
Around the same time we were opening Health & Spirit I was driving
through a stunning area out around Burton. I rolled down the window and
shouted out "I'm here, who needs a great roommate?" Shortly after I was
living with my new Friend Dave around the corner from my announcement,
five minutes from Burton > manifestation attached to the other one.
I have been doing a great deal of writing, especially in 2020, to keep me
home during the Pandemic. I had been discussing with Spirit my need to
share these thoughts - here they are for you to read > 'consciously directed'

manifestation.
Many people are way better at manifesting than I am as mine seem to take
a little while to develop. I tend to not define all the details along the way
because maybe I'm too preoccupied with various endeavors. I do love to
manifest though so I've been perfecting the skill and have made much
faster and more direct progress now that I tend my manifesting more
'consciously'...
Why is this important? What has manifestation to do with Spiritualism?
Manifestation was discussed a great deal in my childhood in Spiritualist
Church settings. Remember hearing about flying trumpets appearing in the
1930's? I rarely hear manifestation being mentioned now however in any
form except from our Healers. The topic seems to have been relegated to
the Reiki Masters and Metaphysicians or discussions in a Mandala or
Meditation workshop - like gifted magic. Its importance seems to have
become overshadowed by Mediumship. This indicates oversight of personal
responsibility (a previous topic).
When we seek Mediumship we are asking for help through others,
ultimately from Souls who have gone beyond, instead of relying upon
ourselves. When we consult a Psychic, they alert us to our personal present
energy vibrations. Like Healers each are more sensitive to certain
intensified energies, so they offer their help. We all need these types of help
at times.
Manifestation is an act we preform entirely as a "Personal Responsibility"!
Are you trusting yourself enough to consciously direct this? Wouldn't it be
better to steer the bus than be whisked along in a frenzied gale? This is a
self-esteem issue. How much do you rely on others instead of taking
responsibility for yourself?
"I don't know what direction I want to go in", is often a response when
inquiring about one's compass setting. "Take just one 'conscious' step
forward" I say, "even if it's into a pile of horse manure"! I promise, you
WILL learn something each time you take just one 'conscious' step. You will

start to go somewhere, and you will make glorious life altering mistakes and
you will learn from each and every one of them! If you are actually thinking
about it you WILL be making decisions as to where you're going...
I have witnessed this lack of direction a great deal tending Hospice Vigil,
not from the person crossing (they are busy), but from confused Family
members - it's like a paralyzed panic attack. I see this big time in folks who
hide in a bottle, wallow in drugs or loose themselves in TV or the internet folks not believing or trusting in themselves so they hide from the world,
they hide from responsibility.
Homo Sapien minds were designed to think us forward through the use of
physical motion. When we don't consciously move ourselves on a
productive path our minds have to stay busy somewhere, like becoming
stuck in a hamster wheel of addiction or riding someone else’s dream
instead of making ones of our own. This innate 'mind-directing-hand'
progression is what drives manifestation. How we personally orchestrate
this for ourselves is a huge key to our individual happiness!
We constipate the manifestation process when we are not 'consciously'
directing it! Manifestation is the fiber of our actions - be it conscious or not.
I've said before "you are your Intent". You can aimlessly stumble through
the mire or construct a stepping stone path. To actually be aware of our
intensions all we need do is 'consciously' keep checking in with our intent.
Ask yourself "what do I want to achieve by doing this"? Then nurture it
along as you would a simmering soup pot - add, stir, taste, season, add, stir,
adjust...
Manifestation is our personal life source energy in direct conduit with
Spirit, our personal silver cord attached to the "Astro Plane". We came here
with it. We already possess it. We will take it with us when we pass again to
Spirit! Manifestation is the physical energy of our Soul in constant
regeneration - our core, our personal essence building onward one onion
layer at a time... It is incredibly exciting!
The Hadron Energy Collider at CERN Laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland is
creating occasional minute "God Energy Particles". We are manifesting tons

of our own thought "God Energy Particles" constantly! This might be what
we mean by "the light of day"; " I saw the light"; "light my fire". Collective
Spirit is within us every single second connected through our heart space so
permanently open the flood gate to your conscious brain and direct the
chorus.
Everyone who I know that finally gets this gets on with life with new ease
and confidence. Do not beat yourself up if this takes a while to perfect - I
bet you fell off your bike a few times.
I read a February 2021 article in "Entrepreneurial Life" about a 2020
Harvard University study that discussed "8 Routines that Create
Happiness". Directing their own show was at the top of every list!
Consciously noting when some small step had been accomplished pushed
Folks closer toward their goal. It was a key factor to sustaining their
positive state of mind. So, I tried it.
I had a roll of quarters sitting in a dish to use for laundry. As the week
progressed, I transferred a quarter into an adjoining bowl each time I had
accomplished another task in my laborious spring cleaning project. WOW!
This was a huge help for me to visually keep seeing this - talk about a
lightbulb moment! Who wants to do a big cleaning job? By constantly
seeing how much I had already accomplished it became much easier to
push forward and more importantly stay motivated. I could visually see that
I had accomplished way more in short order than was left to tackle - like
when you look back where you came from while walking a labyrinth... I was
finally seeing the forest through the trees!
We can now purchase small tabletop curiosities that levitate! Different
areas of science are perfecting different ways to levitate. Sound and
magnetics are two of the ways these cute Holiday gifts work. How magical is
this? What was the pipe dream of many has now manifested into mundane
reality for all the world to see - flying trumpets!
I read the other day that Cleveland has the go ahead to be (within ten years’
time) the first US high speed levitation "Hyperloop" train station! The train
will connect to Chicago for a short 29-minute ride, going 700 miles an

hour! Beam me up Scotty! I could have authentic Deep-Dish Pizza for lunch
in Chi Town with Friends and be home by dinner! The Hyperloop uses
magnetic resistance levitation. Flying trumpets! Sound the trumpets! I
think a rousing chorus of "This Little Light of Mine" is in order...
Manifestation is our life force, our personal "God Particle" creation - direct
it like you would drive an Airforce jet instead of a Dollar Tree kite.
Join me next week as we untangle "Kindness and Compassion from
Enabling".
... ... 🦋 ... ...
Today’s Invocation:
Devine Creator of all things, thank you for abiding within me. Please guide
my mind to meaningfully ply my hand as I direct my path toward
fulfillment - continuing my journey forever in your light...
Safe Journey,
💝 Rev. Tiger

